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Charter for Dayton Dying Embers (DDE)
	This living charter is upheld and updated by the Player Representative of DDE. The Player Representative has limited power to change this charter with a simple majority vote witnessed by him/her at the end of game. (Wrap Up) All amendments and changes to this charter must be voted on in this manner unless otherwise covered in this charter as an exception. 
	This charter is to be used to protect the players from an unfair environment when dealing with the Storytelling Staff as well as One World by Night.  Should a member of the staff not follow the order of this charter at any time their removal from office will be immediate (Carried out by the Player Representative, as this is his/her tool) and the staff member will be unable to return to an office within this chronicle for 365 days.
	Chronicle Staff Descriptions
	Head Storyteller
	Powers: In addition to the powers described by OWbN bylaws, the HST shall retain the ability to do the following at his or her discretion. All actions taken by the HST must be made in accordance with OWbN bylaws.
	Create and run plotlines in accordance with OWBN Binding Packets and R&U Guidelines
Oversee the actions of ASTs, and overrule them at his or her discretion (unless explicitly stated otherwise in this charter).

Run scenes and adjudicate rules calls within the parameters of the current DDE house rules.
Create, modify, or remove house rules.
Approve PCs and NPCs (including character sheets and backgrounds)
Final Adjudicator of any PC Death.
Administratively terminate any character (PC or NPC) based in or currently signed into the DDE game.
Moderate the game’s electronic communications methods, including but not limited to email lists (IC and OOC), Facebook groups and webpages including the ability to add or remove people to or from these lists, groups or pages.  This also includes any material posted about the DDE Chronicle on the OWBN official websites
Appoint or remove ASTs.
Delegate or remove HST responsibilities to ASTs
Grant or remove voting autonomy to or from the CM.
Approve or deny character transfer to or from the chronicle in accordance with OWBN Bylaw.
Call for and conduct votes of No Confidence on the Player Representative.
Conduct elections for the Player Representative.
Take responsibility for all assets owned by the DDE Chronicle (see Article VI)
Any authority not specifically granted to another position or to the player base at large shall be considered to be the purview of the HST.  
Maintaining the Character Database 
Veto a the Player Representatives decision made on Disciplinary Actions, forcing a player vote on the matter
Election Method: This is an Elected Position by the Player Base. Self-nominated. This position is voted on in the first game in March. 
	Removal Method: The player base may request to hold a Vote of No Confidence through the Player Rep.
	Assistant Storytellers:
	Powers
	ASTs have the same authority as the HST, but may be overruled by the HST at any time
Election Method: Assistant Storytellers are selected by the HST. The HST can optionally have the Player Representative hold an election if there are multiple individuals interested in being an Assistant Storyteller.
	Removal Method: Assistant Storytellers can be removed by the HST or Votes of No Confidence at the player’s requests through the Player Rep.
	Section 4: Council Member:
	Powers: In addition to the powers described by OWbN bylaws, the Council Member shall retain the ability to do the following at his or her discretion. All actions taken by the CM must be made in accordance with OWbN bylaws.
	Vote on matters brought to council on behalf of DDE.
The CM must consult with the ST Staff before voting on any proposals and must defer to Staff vote, unless the HST chooses to grant the CM autonomy in voting. If autonomy is granted, the HST may still request information on any vote. The HST may remove voting autonomy from the CM at any time.
Election Method: Council Members are appointed by the HST.
Removal Method:  Council Members can be removed by the HST.
Player Representative.
	Powers: The purpose of the Player Rep is to make sure that the player bases voice is heard with the DDE Chronicle Staff. 
	Bring issues to the Staff on behalf of the player base
Hold Elections for the HST
Hold Votes of Charter amendments
Hold votes of No Confidence on the Storytelling Staff.
If asked to act by 4 or more players the Player Representative must make a decision.
Monitor the Player Rep Email accordingly.
Election Method: This is an elected position by the player base.
	Removal Method:  The Player Rep can be removed by Votes of No Confidence held by the HST.
	Administrative Posts 
	The HST may create other non-elected positions such as, but not limited to, Narrators, Admins or Check-In/Desk Staff as needed
	Such positions may not be assigned powers or authority granted specifically to another staff positions or left to the chronicle at large 
	Player Type Definitions
	Active Players are defined as:
	Has an Active Character in DDE 
	Has attended game within the last 3 months. 
	Has played in at least 4 games prior to the game the vote is held on
	Inactive Players are defined as
	Does not have an active DDE-Based PC
	Has played in DDE Less than 4 times
	This is also defined as a player that has declared their inactivity in email to the ST Staff.
Disciplinary Policy
Disciplinary policy shall be under the authority of the Head Storyteller and appeals are judged by the Player Representative. The following are all options to be used either individually or in conjunction with each other. These are local punishment only and org punishment may be applied at the Discretion of the Staff.
	Issue Warnings 
	Loss of Character
	Game Ban defined as lasting a number of play sessions
	Game Ban defined as lasting a number of months
	Discipline can be appealed to the Player Representative to make a ruling. The Head Storyteller may veto this forcing this to Vote this requires a simple majority of the game.
	If you have received a ban in one game your DDE-Based characters automatically becomes inactive
	It’s should also be noted the Dayton Dying Embers has a Zero-Tolerance for any form of Harassment. Whether it be physical, verbal, or sexual. If any player feels as if they are being harassed they should bring it to the player rep or staff member as soon as it happens. 
Voting Types and Methods
	Staff Elections  
	Staff Elections happen every March 
	HST election is held the first game of March by the incumbent PR
	PR election is held the first game of September by the HST 
	Mid-term elections will be held as needed, but no later than 2 game sessions after a resignation or removal
	Staff Elections require only a Simple majority unless otherwise indicated
	You may choose to proxy your vote either by phone, or email if you wish to the person responsible for holding the vote
	The person holding the election has to be notified and your vote may not be able to be secret from the person holding the vote so as to maintain 1-person, 1-vote integrity
	We must give the players a 1-2 week notice of a vote with paper voting or electronic voting via the Facebook web page or through email. 
	All players and staff members receive one vote for each issue on any given ballot, regardless of the number of active PCs that player or staff member may have
	Votes of No Confidence	
	A vote of No Confidence can be called on any position outside of normal voting. If this succeeds then Elections occur per normal. If this fails a Vote of No Confidence on the same person may not be called for 3 months.
	If confidence has been stripped from someone, they may not be a Dayton Dying Embers Staff member for 365 days. This includes all existing positions and all positions created by the HST.
	Internal Staff Voting
	Voting Members of the staff are defined as the HST, ASTs, CM and PR
	Anytime the Staff votes for issues each receives a Vote with the HST acting as Tiebreaker if needed. 
	CM Acts as Tiebreaker in votes by the ASTs to overrule the HST if needed. 
	Assets
	Assets are defined as anything monetary, material, or intellectual that Dayton Dying Embers has claim to.
	Collected Game Fees or other funds owned by the game
	Any durable goods (such as, but not limited to Laptops, printers or books) purchased with game funds or donated to the game 
	Any non-durable goods (such as, but not limited to paper, pens and other consumables) purchased with game funds or donated to the game
	Any expenditures beyond 50$, except for normal site fees must be approved by a simple majority vote of the player base.  It is acceptable for this to be proposed and voted on at end-game wrap.
	All Receipts for expenditures will be maintained by the HST 
	Any handling of these assets that is deemed inappropriate by the HST (or simple majority of the game if the HST or Player Rep is the offender) results in immediate removal from the game for a minimum of one month. Further disciplinary action will result, staff members found guilty of this are also immediately removed from their role.


